Lanekeeping assistance could save thousands of lives each year by maintaining lane position in the absence of driver steering commands. In order to work smoothly with the driver, handwheel force feedback must be an integral part of such a system. Here we combine force feedback with a lanekeeping controller based on lateral and heading error. In addition to force feedback replicating the feel in a conventional vehicle, the force can be based on the level of lanekeeping assistance being given. This coupling of the force feedback and assistance systems can destabilize the vehicle if not designed properly. Linear modeling verified by experiments shows the effect of varying the gains on both the force feedback and the lanekeeping assistance itself. This analysis shows that within a range of values that feel reasonable to the driver, changes to the lanekeeping controller or force feedback can have marked effects on the response of the vehicle. It also shows that injecting artificial damping and reproducing the on-center characteristics of a conventional vehicle are critical to stability of the system. The analysis allows the force feedback designer to determine a range of stable force feedback gains, from which a set most acceptable to the driver can be chosen.
Introduction
According to the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 32 % of vehicle fatalities in 2002 were the result of "failure to keep in proper lane or running off road" [1] . This accounts for about 19,000 deaths each year that could be saved by simply maintaining lane position in the absence of adequate driver steering commands.
Researchers have investigated various ways to actively assists the driver in the lanekeeping task. Fujioka [2] blended the driver's steering command with that of a virtual driver to determine the total command. He found that drivers prefer the influence of the virtual driver Another example is the approach of LeBlanc [3] who left the driver completely in control of the roadwheel angle but used differential braking to apply moments to the vehicle to aid in lanekeeping. Some lanekeeping assistance systems are passive, using noise or torque to warn the driver of an imminent lane departure. Sato et al. [5] found that a torque warning to the driver of imminent lane departure is more effective than sounds while Suzuki [6] found that a torque warning can cause the driver to steer in the wrong direction if not designed properly. Some researchers have developed driver models to allow analysis of human response to assistance systems [7] , while others have designed systems that take control authority away from the driver when necessary [8] .
The lanekeeping system analyzed here differs from the above examples in the way it works with the driver. To keep the vehicle in the lane, the lanekeeping system applies a corrective force to the vehicle based on its lateral and heading deviation from lane center [4] . Intuitively, as shown in Figure 1 , the system attaches a virtual spring between the car and the road center line, and this force attracts the vehicle to lane center. Alternatively, the behavior of the spring can be viewed as an artificial potential with a minimum at the lane center, shown in Figure 2 . The driver can still steer the vehicle with the handwheel, and the driver command is simply added to the lanekeeping command. Thus if the driver does provide steering input to keep the vehicle on lane center, the system will provide no corrective steering. If instead the vehicle starts to deviate from lane center, either in heading or position, the system will command an additional steering angle to gently nudge the vehicle back to safety. Mathematical guarantees of system performance have been confirmed by experiments that demonstrate the smooth predictable control attained by the system [4] .
A lanekeeping controller of this type is enabled by full steer-by-wire to allow computer control of the road wheel steering angle. In this type of steer-by-wire there is no mechanical link between the handwheel and the roadwheel: the roadwheel position is entirely electronically controlled. When the mechanical connection between the hand wheel and road wheels is removed in this way, there is no longer a natural source of force feedback. Forces at the handwheel are one of the major sources of information the driver uses to control the vehicle, and thus artificial force feedback is a necessary part of any implementation of lanekeeping assistance.
To date, force feedback researchers have mainly explored ways to recreate the feel of a [9] used a characterization technique from nonlinear vibration theory to accurately represent the nonlinear hysteretic nature of force feedback. With this representation they conducted user studies to determine the relative amounts of damping and return to center action desired by users. Segawa et al. [10] explored the difference between a speed sensitive spring based force feedback and a full nonlinear force feedback scheme. They found that an actual vehicle exhibits much more force around zero steering angle ("oncenter feel"), than a speed sensitive spring can achieve. An extremely detailed and physically motivated model for on-center force feedback is presented in [11] . This model does a remarkable job representing the hysteresis present in an actual vehicle. Setlur et al. [12] combined the need to control the steer-by-wire and to provide force feedback into a single controller, to ensure accurate tracking between the handwheel and the roadwheels and force feedback that accurately represents the forces needed to move the roadwheels. With this increased force feedback flexibility of steer-by-wire comes the possibility for instability of the total vehicle system consisting of the vehicle and handwheel systems. In a mechanically steered vehicle, stability of the overall system is assured by designing the steering system such that the aligning moment acts to return the handwheel to its center position. With the addition of a lanekeeping assistance system whose commands depend on vehicle position states, the forces on the handwheel may not always be in a stabilizing direction. Here we seek to ensure that the combined system is stable without user input. This is similar to the requirement of auto-makers that the vehicle itself be stable and understeering. This requirement ensures that the driver does not have to stabilize an inherently unstable system, and can instead focus on the task of driving. While the driver's presence in the loop could still cause instability, this approach ensures safety without the driver. Extensive qualitative evaluation with user input has not exhibited any driver induced oscillations.
The force feedback used here is representative of what the user would feel in a conventional vehicle. This includes the inertia and damping the user would feel from the mechanical steering system. It also includes the forces that result from the tire-road interface. These forces include the mechanical aligning moment, which results from the side forces generated by the tire and acts to return the roadwheels to a position of zero force generation. It also includes the jacking effect, which results from the lifting of the vehicle caused by steering of the road wheels and the suspension kingpin angle. This effect provides a force to return the roadwheels to a straight-ahead position at low speeds. In addition, here we include a force based on the level of lanekeeping assistance being given. This force acts to move the handwheel to steer the vehicle back toward lane center.
To analyze the combined system of force feedback and lanekeeping assistance, this paper develops linear models of the vehicle and force feedback subsystems. Together, these form a linear model of the entire system. The specific types of force feedback of interest add to this model as functions of the states. This allows a linear root-locus analysis to examine the effects of modifying the levels of the various sources of force feedback. This analysis shows that within a range of values that feel reasonable to the driver, changes to the lanekeeping controller or the types and amount of force feedback can dramatically change the speed of return to lane center of the vehicle, or cause the vehicle to go unstable. However, with careful attention, a stable system can be developed using force feedback sources present in a conventional vehicle. Of particular importance are the damping and the on-center characteristics from a conventional vehicle. In the same way these force feedback sources help the human driver track the lane, they help the assistance system keep the vehicle in the lane. Experiments on a steer-by-wire vehicle allow validation of the linear modeling and qualitative evaluation of the force feedback.
Modeling the Vehicle
The vehicle is modeled as a mass moving in the plane (Figure 3 ), using the linear "bicycle" model. Because we are interested in lanekeeping performance, it is most useful to derive the model in coordinates representing the deviation of the vehicle from lane center. These are the lateral deviation of the center of gravity of the vehicle, e, and the angular heading error, ψ, representing the difference between the direction the vehicle is pointing and the direction of the road center line.
If we assume that the yaw rate is small then the motion of the left and right tires is approximately the same and we can lump the two together. This also assumes that the steering angles of the left and right front tires are equal, a valid assumption for small steering angles. We also assume that the longitudinal velocity is constant because this system is designed for highway use where the velocity is largely constant (or at most slowly varying). Thus we consider the effect of the lateral tire forces on the lateral error and heading of the vehicle.
In these coordinates we have:
Here δ is the steering angle, and a and b are the distances from the center of mass of the vehicle to the front and rear axles respectively. If we assume that the steering angle and the heading deviation are both small then these equations reduce to:
For low amounts of force, the lateral force from each set of tires is linearly proportional to the slip at those tires:
The slip angle is defined as the angle between the direction the tire is pointing and the direction it is moving:
This approximation assumes the lateral velocities U y f and U yr are much smaller than the longitudinal velocity. If we further assume the heading error and steering angle are both small, then
Plugging in, we have the bicycle model in error coordinates:
Lanekeeping Controller
This lanekeeping assistance system seeks to prevent the large number of highway fatalities caused by unintended lane departure by automatically steering when the driver fails to steer appropriately. Building on the lateral and heading error based lanekeeping controller of [13] , this controller seeks to keep the vehicle in the lane through the application of forces derived from an artificial potential energy. The potential is shown conceptually in Figure 2 , where it provides zero force on lane center and increasing force as the vehicle deviates from the specified path. The force applied to the vehicle is derived from the lateral and heading errors of the vehicle, and is the gradient of the potential:
The controller has two parameters: the potential field gain k, which represents the effective spring constant, and a lookahead distance x la . This lookahead distance creates a gain on the heading error of the vehicle, and is necessary for stability at high speeds. Because a range of lookahead values will result in a stable vehicle, it can be chosen to give a comfortable driver feel.
The steering from the lanekeeping controller is added to the bicycle model to obtain a model of the controlled vehicle. The steering angle to supply the potential field force is:
where C f is the front cornering stiffness. With the potential field force added in, the bicycle model in state space form is
Past work has derived requirements on the lookahead and gain to ensure stability of a vehicle, as well as energy based bounds on the lateral deviation of a vehicle caused by disturbances such as a curving road [14] . Together these results show that the potential field based lanekeeping controller can be guaranteed to keep the vehicle stable and in the lane, in the absence of driver steering commands. However these results all assume no handwheel motion, and adding force feedback to the system can cause the handwheel to move if the user's hands are not on the wheel. This motion can easily destabilize the vehicle if not designed properly because the force feedback can couple with the vehicle dynamics to produce a resonance. For example, if the feedback is based on lane position, the phase lag between steering and vehicle lateral motion can cause this instability.
Modeling the Force Feedback System 4.1 Modeling the System
To analyze these effects we need a model of the handwheel system which we can combine with the vehicle model. The handwheel system can be modeled as a mass damper system, with a torque input from the motor. This inertia is the combined inertia of the handwheel and the effective inertia of the motor through the belt drive. Thus it can be described by a simple second order equation as
where τ driver is zero if the driver's hands are off the handwheel. For the experimental testbed, I and b are found experimentally to be .084kgm 2 and .01N m/rad/s respectively. τ motor is the net torque applied by the force feedback system, a combination of the torques from the various force feedback sources:
Here the four terms on the right side are damping, inertia, aligning moment, the jacking effect, and potential field force respectively. Thus each of the force feedback sources is represented by a separate linear function, and these are summed to create the total force feedback torque on the handwheel.
Added Inertia and Damping
To recreate the feel of a conventional steering system, inertia and damping can be added to match that of a mechanical steering system. The artificial damping is purely a function of the handwheel velocity:
The added inertia is calculated by twice differentiating the encoder position signal and feeding it back with a constant gain.
There are other ways to recreate inertia. In haptics often a model of a more massive system is simulated in real-time and the actual system is controlled to track the simulation with a simple controller (for an example, see [15] ). Alternatively, accelerometers on the handwheel can be used to obtain a relatively clean estimate of handwheel acceleration without twice differentiating a position signal [16] . With the high resolution of the encoder used here and the low frequency nature of the handwheel system, however, this simple approach works well.
Aligning Moment
The aligning moment is what causes the steering wheel in a conventional vehicle to return to center while the vehicle is moving. It is caused by the offset between the steering axis and the application point of the tire side force in the contact patch (see Figure 4 ). This offset is a combination of the mechanical and pneumatic trails. The pneumatic trail is the offset between the center of the tire patch and the centroid of the side force generated by the tire. This is a result of the mechanism by which tires generate lateral force. The mechanical trail is a geometric offset caused by the design of the steering geometry. The effective lever arm is the sum of these two offsets, and the tire force applied about this arm causes a moment about the steering axis that tends to straighten the wheels.
To feed back the aligning moment to the user, it is useful to express it in terms of the lateral and heading error coordinates e and ψ. The aligning moment in the linear region of tire force is simply the product of the tire force and the total trail described above This side force is simply the product of slip angle at the front wheels and the cornering stiffness. As described in section 2:
Here δ is the total steering, a combination of the user commanded steering and the potential field contribution.
Where s r is the steering ratio, such that θ = s r δ. Plugging in, we obtain the aligning moment in error coordinates:
where k a is the product of the cornering stiffness and total trail. By assuming a constant relationship we are assuming that the effective lever arm (the total trail) is constant, which is reasonably true for small steering angles and low levels of force.
Jacking Effect
The jacking effect results from the lifting of the vehicle that occurs as the roadwheels are turned. This is the result of the lateral offset and inclination angle of the steering axis (see [17] ). Whereas the aligning moment is dominant at high speeds (or high tire force), the jacking effect is more significant at low speeds, where the steering angle is large and the aligning moment is small. This effect is highly dependent on steering geometry, but near zero steering angle is approximately proportional to steer angle. Thus we can represent it as a spring-like force based on roadwheel position:
Lanekeeping Assistance Force
The force feedback based on the lanekeeping assistance is proportional to the force being applied to the vehicle from the potential field. Thus it is simply a function of the lateral and heading errors and the potential field parameters k and x la :
The potential field derived force feedback is always acting in the direction the user should steer to move towards the minimum of the potential. Thus for k pf > 0 this force is in the direction the user would feel if they were driving in a physical potential.
Model of Combined System
To examine the response of the system in the absence of driver steering, we first assume the torque applied to the handwheel by the driver is zero, so the handwheel is moving purely in response to the force feedback torque. As a first step, this analysis does not consider the stability of the system with the driver in the loop. Experiments have not shown any driver induced instability. Even in cases where the system is unstable without driver input, the driver can easily stabilize the system. This is because the instability is at a very low frequency and the human can easily respond to the slowly varying torque variations on the handwheel to keep the handwheel stationary, thus stabilizing the vehicle. Much more of a concern is stability without the driver, as any instability without driver intervention would very quickly lead to a collision. Even without driver input the handwheel angle is important, as the angle of the road wheels is determined from a combination of the handwheel angle and the angle commanded by the lanekeeping controller. Here we assume that the roadwheel angle can respond to these commands exactly. For the steer-by-wire system in this vehicle this is a valid assumption for reasonable speeds of movement commanded, up to about 900deg/s at the handwheel. The command from the lanekeeping controller will change relatively slowly because the state of the vehicle must change to effect the amount of steering commanded. On the other hand, the handwheel angle can change very quickly if the system goes unstable, causing large commands for the roadwheels. Thus if the force feedback system is not causing gross instability, the roadwheel angle will track the combination of handwheel and controller commands. An additional assumption is that the vehicle remains in the linear region of operation, with small slip and steering angles. Again this is true if the combined system is operating in a stable manner. Figure 5 shows schematically the interconnection between the force feedback and vehicle systems. During normal driving the driver would receive cues from both the vehicle motion and the force feedback. As mentioned above, this interaction is not included in this analysis. Instead we are examining the feedback loop involving the vehicle, handwheel and force feedback. Any force feedback that moves the handwheel will affect the command given to the steering system and, in turn, the aligning moment estimate and the lane position of the vehicle. This interconnection is shown mathematically in the linear state space formulation for the combined system:
where the A matrix is given by
Thus each of the vectors in the above equations is inserted into the system matrix if that force feedback is active. The exact values depend on the gain used for each type of force feedback (k damp , k a , k pf ).
Designing a Stable System
Because of the complicated coupling between the vehicle and handwheel subsystems and the multiple types of force feedback being considered, it is useful to examine the locations of the six This can be done with a root locus, in which the six pole locations are plotted as they vary with change of a single parameter. For a comfortable, stable system we want all the poles in the left hand plane with significant damping. This analysis allows identification of force feedback gains which are stable, and provides intuition into the effect each of the gains has on combined system stability. The force feedback and controller gains are shown in table 1, in which the bold entry is the maximum value of the gain varied. Figure 6 shows the pole locations with increasing k pf , the gain on the force feedback derived from level of potential field force (Equation 32), with all other force feedback gains set to zero. Thus here only the natural handwheel system inertia and damping are present(which are much lower than a conventional steering system). Even a reasonable amount of feedback based on relative lane position causes too much handwheel motion, leading to instability of the vehicle. One pair of poles moves into the right half plane with any significant potential field force feedback. Although the system is stable at very low levels of potential field force feedback, these are much too small to even be felt by the driver (only about 10mNm at 1 meter lateral error).
Potential Field Force Feedback

Handwheel Damping
One way to stabilize the vehicle and allow higher levels of potential field force feedback is to simply add damping and inertia to the handwheel. Figure 7 shows pole locations with increasing damping on the handwheel (increasing k damp up to about four times the stock damping in the Corvette), now with enough added inertia to match the stock Corvette steering system for low speeds of handwheel movement. As evidenced by the unstable pair of poles moving into the left half plane, this damping is effective at stabilizing the system. However, this damping can lead to an overly heavy steering feel if too much is applied. Thus it is desirable to find other sources of feedback that can stabilize the vehicle/handwheel system to avoid having to introduce more damping than conventional vehicles possess.
Aligning Moment Feedback
In a conventional vehicle the aligning moment provides an important source of force feedback that indicates the magnitude of tire forces at the roadwheels. Adding this source of force feedback is desirable from a human interaction standpoint, and can also be used to stabilize the system. Figure 8 shows pole location with increasing k a , the gain on the aligning moment force feedback. Here the potential field force feedback is set to a value that results in about §6. 1-2Nm when enough steering is applied to leave the lane, and no inertia or damping is added to the handwheel. The aligning moment is varied up to a maximum value of about 3.5Nm per degree of slip, approximately the amount for the stock Corvette. Increasing aligning moment on the handwheel moves the unstable poles into the left half plane, stabilizing the system. Although the stability is similar to handwheel damping, the feel to the driver is completely different, as this is based on vehicle states whereas the damping is simply resisting handwheel motion.
Jacking Effect Feedback
The jacking effect provides a spring-like force acting to return the handwheel to zero. The addition of this effect can be used to stabilize the system in lieu of, or in combination with, aligning moment feedback. Figure 9 shows the effect of increasing jacking effect feedback without any aligning moment feedback or added damping or inertia. The maximum amount shown is .05Nm/deg at the handwheel, which would result from 10 o inclination angle with 1.5" offset. This amount effectively stabilizes the system, providing yet another way for the system designer to stabilize the system.
Increasing Lookahead
In addition to changing force feedback parameters, we can also examine the effect of changing vehicle and controller parameters on the system response. Although the potential field gain must be determined to keep the vehicle in the lane in the absence of driver inputs, the lookahead distance can be selected from a range of stable values. For this reason it is useful to examine the effect of increasing lookahead on the stability of the system. In Figure 10 damping and inertia are added to match section 6.2. This locus shows that the system poles stabilize with more lookahead. This is because the lookahead tends to counteract any large vehicle motions the handwheel would otherwise command. Any significant yaw causes the lookahead to steer the vehicle back towards straight ahead, and it also causes a torque on the handwheel back towards center. Lookahead is also important to driver feel, as large values of lookahead tend to make the car feel jerky, while low values allow large low frequency yaw oscillations. Figure 11 shows the pole locations with increasing speed, with the same gains as in the previous section and the nominal lookahead value of 20m. With increasing speed any movement of the handwheel more immediately effects the vehicle lateral position and heading, leading to the more stable, higher frequency poles in the figure. The vehicle modeled is inherently somewhat understeering, so it is not surprising that at high speed the system damping decreases with speed.
Increasing Vehicle Speed
Conclusions from Linear Analysis
These root loci show that without careful choice of force feedback gains, instability can result. Even gains that feel reasonable to the user can be wildly unstable without user input. Fortunately, these results also show that there are many ways to stabilize the system, including using the sources of force feedback that are present in a conventional vehicle. By increasing the amount of injected damping, aligning moment feedback or the jacking torque, a stable system can be created with reasonable force feedback gains. The relative amounts of these stabilizing sources of force feedback can be chosen to tune driver feel, but for normal use a desirable set of gains should be chosen from the set of stable gains. 
Experiments
To test these force feedback schemes we need to combine a force feedback system with a steerby-wire vehicle capable of lanekeeping. The testbed is a 1997 Corvette C5 converted to a steer-by-wire setup [18] . This system uses a brushless DC motor to drive the input shaft of the power steering unit to achieve a maximum speed of approximately 55 degrees/sec at the road wheels with a bandwidth of about 2Hz. This performance is more than sufficient for stable lanekeeping performance, and thus the dynamics of the steering system can be ignored. The state of the vehicle is determined through a combination of the Global Positioning System, and solid state MEMS yaw rate sensors and accelerometers. Two Kalman filters combine these measurements to provide high update estimates of heading and position. The Kalman filters estimate the bias of the inertial sensors and then use the measurements to fill in the gaps between GPS updates. These state estimates are compared to an onboard digital map to determine error states relative to lane center. More details of the controller implementation can be found in [13] . The force feedback system consists of a brushless DC motor connected to the handwheel shaft via a synchronous belt drive, with a reduction ratio of 5:1. The system is pictured in Figure 12 in the test vehicle. A high resolution encoder measures the position of the motor shaft. The system is designed to be able to recreate the large torques on the handwheel present in emergency driving. It can reproduce 20Nm while spinning at 700deg/s. To minimize torque ripple, sinusoidal commutation is used, and no gearbox is present. The modeling in this paper assumes the handwheel system is linear. In reality the friction in the system is not purely viscous friction and thus is not perfectly described by linear damping. For these experiments, both the coulomb and viscous friction present are actively cancelled by using a velocity estimate from the high resolution position encoder. With this cancellation the system is approximately linear, but some non-linear friction persists. We choose to model the friction linearly here to allow the use of linear analysis tools such as root locus, which provide insight into the dynamics of the system. For each test the vehicle is accelerated to a steady speed of about 7m/s, with the force feedback inactive and the steering wheel away from center. In this way the vehicle reaches a steady state deviation from the center of the lane due to the steering angle. At the beginning of each data set shown, the force feedback is switched on, immediately applying a torque to the handwheel. Table 2 shows the amount of each type of force feedback used for the three experiments shown. Figure 13 shows the response of the vehicle with only a small amount of damping added to the handwheel, but with an amount of potential field force feedback which would result in 2Nm at a deviation of 1m. Although the force feedback does initially act to return the handwheel to center, the damping is insufficient, and an unstable oscillation develops. Physically, the handwheel is rapidly moving back and forth, causing motion in the vehicle which further excites the handwheel. This is clearly unacceptable for a lanekeeping system, as the vehicle will quickly leave the lane. The instability occurs at a low enough frequency that a human can easily stabilize the system simply by gripping the handwheel, but the system needs to be stable when the driver is not touching the wheel. Figure 14 shows an experiment with stable gains that result in a smooth return to lane center for the vehicle. The smoothness of the trajectory in Figure 14 is comparable to that of the vehicle without force feedback. The amount of potential field force feedback is identical to the unstable experiment presented, but the damping on the handwheel is greater, and the lookahead of the lanekeeping controller is increased. The damping is high, about four times that on the stock corvette. The match between simulation and experiment is quite close, showing that the dynamics of the system are well captured by the linear model. This demonstrates the value of the linear analysis.
As shown in the section on root loci, an alternative way to stabilize the system is to add force feedback based on an estimate of the aligning moment. Figure 15 shows the response of the vehicle with the same amount of potential field force feedback as in the previous examples, but with an additional aligning moment term. The stable response is similar to that with additional damping, but results in an improved feel on the handwheel because of the decreased damping and increased aligning moment. This experiment shows that the aligning moment can be used to stabilize the system. The force feedback sources that normally help the driver steer the vehicle also help the lanekeeping system keep the vehicle in the lane. By combining damping, aligning moment and the jacking effect to stabilize the vehicle, the designer has the freedom to choose a feedback feel that is agreeable to the driver. 
Conclusions
Any practical implementation of lanekeeping assistance will require some sort of force feedback at the handwheel. This work shows that a linear model works well to examine the stability of the vehicle system combined with the force feedback system. Use of a linear model allows examination of system poles to gain intuition about the effect of changing amounts of force feedback or lanekeeping controller parameters. The root locus analysis and experiments show that the system can be unstable with the user's hands off the handwheel if not designed properly. This stability is critical because any instability in this situation will quickly cause a collision. These results also show that the system can be stabilized either with damping or by feeding back the on-center characteristics of a conventional vehicle. This choice of stabilizing feedback is valuable because it allows more freedom to choose gains acceptable to users. While the force feedback designer has freedom to adjust these stabilizing gains, they must be chosen from the stable set identified in this analysis to ensure stability.
This work provides a framework for the simultaneous design of force feedback and assistance systems. Future work must involve user testing to determine what gains are most pleasing to the user, as well as which aid driving the most. While driver acceptance is very important, this work is critical to any such development because the gains chosen must be stable before there is any purpose to user testing. 
